Sub: Tender for Architect consultancy work for “construction of entire campus of National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education & Research (NIPER)” at Guwahati, Assam.

Ref: NIT No. - DLI/CON/NIPER/400 dtd 17.10.2013

Corrigendum-1

I. NIT - Table, Col. IV under Head “time of completion” Please read “time of completion” as 24 months for Phase-I, and 36 Months for Phase-II & III instead of earlier 36 months.

II (a) Agreement for Consultancy service- clause 2.1.0 (ii) read as, “To prepare necessary documents to enable EPI to arrange detailed survey, soil & geotechnical investigation for the site of the projects” instead of “to carry out survey, Soil & Geotechnical investigation”.

II (b) Agreement for Consultancy service- clause 2.14 To be added at the end of para. “However, statutory fees/ charges as applicable shall be reimbursed at actual”.

II (c) Agreement for Consultancy services- clause 4.0.0 (mode of payment) shall be applicable presently for phase-I, i.e. Payment of consultancy fee are restricted to value of phase-I. However, the same % fee shall be applicable for phase-II & phase-III which is to be carried out subsequently.

II (d) Agreement for Consultancy service- clause 5.1.11 to be added at the end of para. Consultant is required to submit architectural/layout plan for entire campus (all the three phases) along with initial design and detailed BOQ of phase-I within 1 month time from the date of issuance of LOI and for balance design engineering including “As BUILT DRAWINGS” shall be provided as per agreed schedule.

III. Following dates are extended.
   Date of submission of tender – 30th October up to 15. 00 hrs.
   Time of opening of Techno-commercial part is 30.10.2013 at 16.00 hrs.

All other terms and condition shall remains unchanged.

GGM (Contracts)